Time lapse monitoring of CaCo-2 cell shapes and shape dependence of the distribution of integrin β1 and F-actin on their basal membrane.
CaCo-2 cell line is a model system for cell differentiation. For the effective use of CaCo-2 cells, it is important to understand how their growth depends on environmental conditions. The authors grew them on laminin-1, fibronectin, and collagen-1 adsorbed to glass and polystyrene. The time lapse technique was applied to follow their growth and shape changes for 21.5 h post seeding. The results upgraded the auhtors' previous findings about the series of consecutive shape changes that occur post seeding. Most cells were initially rounded and then they changed shape in two directions. A smaller fraction of cells, which attained cumulus shapes, eventually detached and drifted away. Other cells attained a semispread, transient shape, which was followed by a fully spread shape that was dominant on all protein-coated surfaces. The average time over which cells changed their shape type was different on different surfaces. It was longer on protein-coated glass surfaces than on protein-coated polystyrene surfaces. On collagen-1-coated surfaces, cells spread in the shortest time. Different cell shape types exhibited different spatial distributions of integrin β1, F-actin, and focal adhesions.